
Customer Success Story

Our client pioneered the explainer video for technology companies and has served clients like: Cisco, BMC Software, 
Compuware, IBM, UPS, Brocade, Oracle, CA Technologies and many others.  In fact, since the inception of the firm 
in 2004, our client has produced hundreds of 2 minute explainer videos for enterprise B2B software and technology 
companies who are looking to communicate their business value to key decision makers in a more effective manner. 

However, because of the marketing slowdown that came with the recession – business leads dried up. The firm’s 
partners realized that they needed to take a different approach with their content  and they needed the right systems 
and processes to build and leverage key relationships on LinkedIn.

Even our client’s earlier stage content where they talked about if technology videos can convert viewers, 4 reasons 
animated videos should be part of your B2B video marketing strategy and what kinds of demos converts prospects to 
leads didn’t create the need because their competitors are providing the same content!

Our client did not have the systems or processes in place to build and leverage relationships. They relied on 
“word of mouth” and on satisfied clients continually coming back without any urging. But because of the 
“marketing slow down” when enterprise IT technology companies shrank their marketing budgets, clients 
stopped investing in expensive animated videos.  Because there was no “keep in touch” system in place, 
clients forgot about my client as they were no longer on “top of mind.”

Our client had content gaps.   Most of the content was relevant to those who are creating their videos now 
or is thinking about it so it was content for the later stages of the buying cycle. They didn’t have content that 
identified unconsidered needs and created an unexpected urgency and demand for their services. 

Because our clients lacked the right content and they had no consistency, they were not able to build a 
LinkedIn community where our client can continually demonstrate their thought leadership with discussions 
that challenges their prospects thoughts and approaches and opens their minds.

The content our client had didn’t support a lead engagement program to its fullest potential because the 
content and messaging was based on needs with a set of expected capabilities. So they were delivering 
“commodity” messages that didn’t differentiate them.

Once we had the right content, we were able to create a LinkedIn community that was filled with discussions that 
focused on the unexpected video needs of IT sales, marketing and sales enablement leaders. Because our discussions 
introduced new ideas that our client’s prospects weren’t thinking about – which then led prospects to content that 
further created the buying vision, we created a quick demand for our client’s solutions.  In fact, after re-engaging with 
a former client on LinkedIn and inviting him to connect, he reached out with the need for 3 different videos. It was a 
project that generated $38,000 in revenue and it was an opportunity that would have been missed if we didn’t become 
re-engaged with the prospect and provide them with value.

Based on the sales and marketing initiatives that the target companies were engaged in – and on the needs and goals 
of the target decision makers, we began a 1-to-1 nurturing campaign that showed the prospects how they should be 
using videos. From there, we led prospects to white papers that they can download. We were then able to nurture 
the prospects on and off LinkedIn. Through an email campaign, prospects were getting our client’s articles that 
were published on top websites like MarketingProfs (which has 600,000 global members including entire marketing 
organizations at the world’s largest corporations) and the CMO Council (which has 10,500+ members that control more 
than $450B in aggregated annual marketing expenditures and run complex, distributed marketing and sales operations 
worldwide).And, the LinkedIn nurturing campaign focused on issue based content that moves prospects forward.

So our client’s prospects, which included enterprise IT companies like Microsoft and Oracle saw that our client was a 
thought leader and they realized that they would not just get a video delivered to them. But, they will also get a plan 
and vision for using those videos in the most effective manner.

Video Planning Posts:

◊ Don’t forget sales when creating your 
explainer videos

◊ Defining what your viewers will value 
◊ How can your video content address group 

dynamics
◊ Starting at the end: constructing videos 

around the call to action 
◊ Six questions to ask when planning a 

2-Minute Explainer
◊ 3 things to understand in planning an 

enterprise explainer solutions
◊ Does your prospect have a persona

Even More Video Planning Posts:

◊ Teams, streams and videos
◊ Building video content around ideas
◊ The Must-Have Information to Include in a 

Two-Minute B2B Video
◊ Five Mistakes B2B Organizations Make 

When Condensing Information Into Two 
Minutes

◊ Why make your introductory B2B content 
marketing video two minutes long?

◊ The value of a collaborative process for 
creating video content

Video Production Posts:

◊ How to increase your video’s conversion success with an interactive call to action
◊ 4 Ways to Help Ensure Your B2B Content Marketing Videos Create Conversations
◊ How to Condense Your Product Information and Marketing Messages Into a Two-minute  

(or less) Video
◊ Forming B2B video teams instead of committees
◊ Why I don’t like storyboards for B2B videos

How a B2B Technology Video 
Marketing Firm Increased

Sales Opportunities & 
Revenue Using LinkedIn

Here Was Our Client’s Content Inventory:

See, There’s Nothing Here That Created a Need!

Community Building, Re-Engagement and Lead Nurturing with 
the Right Content Leads to More Revenue for Our Client

About Our Firm

Results Using  
Get LinkedIn Help

Gained an Immediate 
$38K Opportunity From 

an Existing Client

Sales Ready 
Discussions with 17+ 
Different Enterprise 

Tech Companies

$100,000 in 
Additional 

Revenue Last Year
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Our Approach: Strategy for Developing Content 
That Created the Buying Vision and Demand

In talking with our client, we found out that in many cases their animated explainer videos were just being put on 
the homepage or product page and used within their tradeshow efforts and that was it. Now as Content Marketing 
Institute shows, marketers are using at least 13 different content marketing tactics.

So we put a social content marketing plan in place, where there were articles, podcasts, white papers and webinars 
on how the videos should be integrated with social media platforms like LinkedIn, webinars (how videos should be 
used before, during and after the event), email marketing, PR and other marketing initiatives. We literally had our 
client lay out a road map that shows how the videos should be used 
within their everyday sales and marketing activities and showed 
concrete results for clients that were using an integrated approach. 
Notice, how our client is now creating an unexpected need. Their 
minds and budgets may be on a different approach but now they see 
exactly how they can get an even greater ROI.

We also created a plan to focus on sales enablement and how we 
need to have a new thinking about explainer videos and design 
them for buying teams that not only involved IT but also operations, 
finance, sales and marketing and other departments. This content that 
created a new need led to a completely new revenue stream for our 
client: Buyer’s Journey Video Bundles.

Cisco invested in the bundle to communicate the business value of 
their workload automation software to data center operations , to 
data center architects and to big data specialists – 3 different and 
unique audiences.

Axios invested in the bundle to help IT champion the extension of their popular assist platform and to help other 
departments like HR, corporate finance department and facilities and security understand how they can automate 
repetitive tasks and replace high maintenance home-grown solutions with ITIL-compliant cloud solutions.

Five9 commissioned the video bundle to target IT operations, COOs, and sales execs within contact center 
outsourcers. Journey sales used the video bundle to tell sales managers about how their analytic features can help 
fill the pipeline, tell the sales team how they can use smart rooms to increase engagement and provide a video 
invitation to customers to show customers how smart rooms benefit their team.

$38,500
Immediate Opportunity 
By Re-Engaging with 
a Current Client on 
LinkedIn and Showing 
Then a Need

500+ IT Marketers Inside Our 
Clients LinkedIn Community From 

Companies Like:

Sales Ready Conversations with 
17 Different Enterprise Tech 

Companies Like:

$65,000 From a New Revenue Stream – Buyer Journey Bundles 
That Attracted Cisco, Axios, Five9 and Journey Sales

$100,000+ in Additional Revenue 
From Gaining These New Clients

on LinkedIn:

Summary of Results:

GetLinkedInHelp.com is a LinkedIn marketing and social content marketing firm that is recognized for its unique ability 
to go beyond “brand awareness” tactics and actually develop content that drives next step actions beyond the click, 
like, comment or share. We focus on building and leveraging prospect relationships that turn into sales opportunities 
and revenue.

Through our LinkedIn profile makeover services, social content marketing consulting programs, LinkedIn and content 
marketing workshops and our ongoing managed services, we have created more marketing qualified opportunities for 
tech companies, professional service firms and consultancies than all of their other marketing initiatives. 

Go to GetLinkedInHelp.com or call 609-306-6205 to learn more about
our LinkedIn marketing and social content marketing programs

http://GetLinkedInHelp.com

